Audi a4 rear brakes
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Mar 19, Log in or Sign up. This site uses cookies. By continuing to use this site, you are
agreeing to our use of cookies. Learn More. Dismiss Notice. Cookies Snack. Rear brake sticking
please help!! Driving to work today a squealing sound started to come from the driver's side
rear wheel!! I stopped to investigate and the wheel was hot and the brake caliper even hotter. I
jacked the car up at work and tried to spin the wheel.. Obviously the brake is not releasing
properly.. How do I go about finding and solving the problem? Lee Goodall , Mar 19, You need
to work it with wd40 or similar to free them, then remore completely to clean out as best as is
possible. Get some wet and dry to clean the pins up, copper grease the pins and re insert. They
should now move freely. Maybe some wd40 and winding will free it temporarily or maybe it
wont,you would need to try it to see. Broken Byzan , Mar 19, I'll get on the case then. Nice one.
Got a tube of grease on the go so I'll lubricate the pins with that. Fair enough, i have found in
high heat applications that normal grease seems to "run away" and no longer provide
protection over the sliders. Checked the pins, they're fine and packed with grease and the pads
are hardly warn. I cleaned everything off and tried wd40 all around the piston, copper greased
the back of the pads and put back together. The wheel could be spun by had with the car on
axle stands now.. Is it the piston sticking?.. If it is the piston what is the best route to fixing it?
Fit new caliper? Lee Goodall , Mar 20, Copper grease has a really high melting point, if you use
GP or moly grease then when your brakes get hot the grease will liquefy and run onto the disc.
Do the pads move freely in the caliper housing? The piston is unlikely to seize unless the boot
is displaced or damaged in some way, you can test it by removing the caliper and having
someone press lightly on the pedal to see if the piston moves. You'll most likely need a caliper
retractor tool halfords about 12 quid to wind it back in, it will be stiff but not impossible.
Caesium , Mar 20, That will be the piston sticking. Broken Byzan , Mar 20, I'll dismantle the
brake and get someone to press the peddle to check for movement and try winding the piston
back.. OnTheJazz , Mar 20, You don't want to move the piston too much, you wont need to bleed
any fluid. How old is the car? Mr K , Mar 20, My A4 is Obviously while you find the replacement.
Copper grease is NOT a lubricant for moving parts. Which is why you use it on non moving
parts like the back of brake pads and wheel nuts. Infact a quick google seems to suggest that
using copper grease on the sliders can damage the dust seals. Silicone grease on the sliders is
the way to go. Keep the copper grease on the back of the pads and on the bolt threads to stop
them seizing. Anyway, the early cars pre 97 i think had cast iron calipers and the later ones were
alloy, the cast iron ones were known for sticking. If you change the caliper try to get yourself an
alloy replacement. Yeah it isn't copper grease on the pins. I will try to get the piston moving
smoothly as I can't see any sign of damage but if it doesn't work I'll get a new caliper. Probably
try the wet and dry method lol Will the alloy caliper be a straight swap? Actually I've got a copy
of ElsaWin so I'll have a look to see if the design differs in any way. My 96 also has something
dodgy going on with the rear brakes. I'm hoping i'll get away with new disks and pads but ive
got a niggling feeling that its going to need a caliper or two while im there. Let me know what
you find. Yea sorry, my point was more to make sure you use the right grease i nthe right
places, especially as there is some pretty cheap and nasty stuff out there! The pins will work
perfectly well with no lubrication at all. I was told and have always used copper ease on brake
components. I did 3 years at college and 2 further years in a garage so I think my opinion is not
just a DIY one. The fact that copper ease is not a lubricant is not a deficiency in this capacity in
fact it works to your advantage by not dripping everywhere and lubricating the disc. I think you
should also change your brake fluid, it should be done every 2 years anyway. Its a shame it
wasn't your front caliper sticking I have a set of perfect ones! Give it time and I'll probably need

front calipers too the way my luck's going lol On the bright side my new MAF sensor came
today. Same here, well the 3 years at college but i thought it must be me that was doing it
wrong. Caesium , Mar 21, I've fitted two new rear calipers to my dads mazda recently and both
came from the supplier with the sliders pre-filled with a clear grease. Other calipers ive fitted
have been supplied with a tube of grease for the sliders and again it was clear. I dont doubt your
experience in various garages, but i do know i dont put my car any where near any garages
simply because i dont trust the people working there to do to things properly. Your garage
experience should tell you that grease and oil damages rubber. I also know i wouldnt be putting
copper grease on the sliders of my brake calipers. Extended the piston, cleaned it all off with
wet and dry paper it did need it , wound it in, let it back out again a few times and smeared a tad
of grease around the base. Still sticking so my thoughts are going towards the handbrake
mechanism as A4Quattro said. I'll investigate if it ever stops raining should really clear out my
garage!! Lee Goodall , Mar 26, Checked the handbrake mechanism and it was working correctly.
I put the sticking down to corrosion on the piston. Got a remanufactured caliper from my mate
at Parkers with some discount. Fitted the new caliper over the weekend and now I'm back on the
road. Lee Goodall , Mar 31, Caesium , Apr 1, Lee Goodall , Apr 1, Job well done. Caesium , Apr 2,
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i owners like you. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Pedro 7 years of experience. Request
Pedro. Pedro is a gentleman and I can tell he is very trustworthy and very familiar with what he
is doing! Ronnaldo 10 years of experience. Request Ronnaldo. Thanks to Ronnaldo I was able
to get my car fixed on the day I scheduled, probably not at the time I was scheduled because I
overslept and didn't hear my phone when he called for my am appointment. But thanks to him
he called me a few hours later to let me know he could still come fix the issue with my car. So I
am very appreciative of the dedication. Also he even went above and beyond to inform me that
my coils may still be under warranty so I called AutoZone and they were and he went to
AutoZone and picked up all 4 coils and replaced them! Ben 34 years of experience. Request
Ben. Prompt and Professional! A4 - Alternator - Ellenwood, GA. Got work done quick, clean, and
even went extra mile, awesome work and person. How can we help? Read FAQ.

